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Week 10 – Agency & Partnerships 
Law of Agency 
An increasingly important concept in the commercial world is the concept of agency. Although we 
usually act for ourselves and are responsible for our own actions, it is also clear that for various 
reasons – lack of time, lack of expertise, inability to be present – we often rely upon or engage 
others to act on our behalf. When we do, we are acting through an agent and we are in the realm of 
agency law.  
Eg, real estate agents, sports and theatrical agents, stockbrokers, employees, travel agents and 
directors of corporations. 
Arises from common law; agency allows one person to authorise another person to do any act that 
he or she has capacity to do themselves (eg, negotiate or enter into contracts, receive info, buy + sell 
real estate or other property, make representations) as if the principal were acting in person. 
Consensual relationship. Use of an agent by a principal will always be voluntary.  
The agent is the ‘go between’, ‘middleman’ or ‘negotiator’, completing transactions with the third 
party on behalf of the agent. Creates a contract between the principal and the third party, as well as 
a contract with the principal and agent (principal must pay agent for their services). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nature and Scope of an Agent’s Authority 

Actual authority 
Actual authority arises out of an agreement between the principal and the agent. 

As explained in the Freeman v Buckhurst Park case: 

“An actual authority is a legal relationship between principal and agent created by a 

consensual agreement to which they alone are parties.” 

Actual authority arises from the relationship that exists between the principal and the agent. 

The actual authority of an agent is either actual express authority or actual implied authority. 

• Actual express authority is when the authority the principal has expressly given the agent in 
words or writing.  
Eg, principal gives the agent specific instructions to enter into a contract on the principal’s 
behalf. 
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• Actual implied authority is when the agent has a further implied authority to do whatever is 
necessarily incidental to carrying out the principal’s express instructions. 
Eg, where an agent is expressly authorised to sell goods, the agent will also have implied 
authority to do everything in the usual course of business to complete the transactions (such 
as receive cash, issue receipts or arrange delivery of the goods.) 

Apparent authority 
There is no actual legitimate authority, but instead the mere appearance of authority from the third 

party’s perspective.  

It’s a device to protect third parties who contract or otherwise engage w/ an agent based on the 

authority that he or she appears to have. 

This is important bc third parties will often not be aware of the actual authority of an agent. 

Apparent authority arises from the relationship between the principal and the third party. 

The Freeman v Buckhurst case set out the following criteria for there to be apparent authority: 

1. A representation (written, spoken or by conduct) by the principal that the agent has 
authority to enter into a contract; 

2. The representation must be by the principal; 
3. The representation must induct the third party to enter into the contract. 

Law of Partnership – Partnership Act 1958 
Definition of Partnership 

Under section 5 of Division 1, partnership is defined as the relation which subsists between persons 

carrying on a business in common with a view of profit. A partnership has three elements: 

1. Carrying on a business; 

2. In common; and 

3. With a view to profit. 

Division 1 – Nature of Partnerships 

1. Carrying on a business 
To test if people are “carrying on a business”, assessments are made as to whether the activities 

have a commercial “look and feel” and are of an ongoing or repetitious kind. 

An association formed for doing one particular act that is never to be repeated would not be a 

partnership.  

Eg, Khan v Miah. 

2. In common 
There must be a “mutuality or sharing of rights and obligations”. The bus must be carried on by (or 

on behalf of) all the partners.  

The important question is whether there is a sense that each is acting for and on behalf of the 

others. 

Eg, Degiorgio v Dunn. 

3. With a view to profit 
Partnerships must be created with the purpose of making profit. Sports association, charities or 

religious associations are not partnerships. Although they may make a profit, they reinvest those 

profits in their primary activities and don’t distribute them as dividends to their members. 



Evidence of a Partnership: The Statutory Rules 
In determining whether a partnership does or doesn’t exist is according to section 6 of the 

Partnership Act. 

1. Common ownership – Common or joint ownership of property (ie. Land, buildings) does not 
necessarily mean that common owners are in a partnership… must be carrying on a business 
in common. 

2. Sharing of gross returns – The sharing of gross returns does not mean the sharers are in a 
partnership (eg. Real estate agents who receive a wage based on the annual gross profits of 
the agency). Eg, Cribb v Korn 

3. Profit sharing – Sharing of profits is not conclusive proof of partnership but creates a strong 
presumption that there is a partnership; the other party has the onus of proving there is not 
a p’ship. 
The Act gives examples where the presumption does not operate: 

(a) A debt repaid in instalments out of profits. Creditors → repayment = proportion of 
annual profit. Eg, Cox v Hickman; 

(b) A contract for the remuneration of a servant or agent of a person engaged in a bus 
by a share of the profits of the bus does not of itself make the servant or agent a 
partner in the bus or liable as such. 
Employee → a share of the profit as incentive or renumeration; 

(c) … 
(d) A loan with interest dependent on profits. 

Financer of the project in return for a share of the profits → contract in writing. 
Eg, Re Megevand; Ex parte Delhasse; 

 

Division 3 – Relationship of Partners With Each Other 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

s28 – Rights of partners 
When there is a partnership agreement, it is paramount sovereign and overrides the Partnership Act. 

If the partnership agreement is silent on a matter, then the Partnership Act is looked at. 

But when there is absolutely NO partnership agreement, section 28 determines the rights, duties 

and interests of partners: 

Partnership 

agreement 
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Act 

Fiduciary 
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Outlines: 

-the rights and duties of the partnership 

-the rights and duties of the partners 

-rules about managing the partnership 

Covers anything not covered in the partnership 

agreement. 

Partners have an equitable duty to act in good 

faith.  

There are statutory duties (eg. To account and 

disclose, not to secretly profit, not to secretly 

compete) reflect these equitable duties. 



1. Share equally in capital and profits and losses – All the partners are entitled to share equally 
in the capital and profits of the bus, and must contribute equally towards the losses, 
whether of capital or otherwise, sustained by the firm. 

2. Firm indemnifies every partner for firm-related expenses – The firm must indemnify every 
partner in respect of payments made and personal liabilities incurred by those partners: 

(a) In the ordinary and proper conduct of the bus of the firm; or 
(b) In or about anything necessarily done for the preservation of the bus or property of 

the firm. 
3. A partner making for the purpose of the partnership any actual payment or advance beyond 

the amount of capital which he has agreed to subscribe is entitled to interest at the rate of 
7% p.a. from the date of the payment or advance. 

4. A partner is not entitled before the ascertainment of profits to interest on the capital 
subscribed by him. 

5. Every partner may take part in management – Every partner may take part in the 
management of the partnership bus. 

6. No partner entitled to renumeration – No partner shall be entitled to remuneration for 
acting in the partnership bus. 

7. No person can be introduced w/o consent of all – No person may be introduced as a partner 
w/o the consent of all existing partners. 

8. Decisions to be decided by majority – Any difference arising as to ordinary matters 
connected w/ the partnership bus may be decided by a majority of the partners but no 
change may be made in the nature of the partnership bus w/o the consent of all existing 
partners. 

9. Books to be kept at the place of business and we all have access – The partnership books are 
to be kept at the place of bus of the partnership (or the principal place if there is more than 
one) and every partner may when he thinks fit have access to and inspect and copy any of 
them. 

s29 – Expulsion of partner 
Restriction on right to expel a partner.  

No majority of the partners can expel any partner unless a power to do so has been conferred by 

express agreement between the partners. 


